
 

Turning Point 
6/13 10a-1p    6/14 1p-4p    6/15 1p-4p 

This is a collaborative, dramatic, decision engine, 
where the group plays a single character who is 
facing a life-changing dilemma. Using story game 
mechanics the group will explore past incidents in the 
character's life to determine what emotions are the 
most important to make this decision. Through play a 
decision will be made for the character.

The One Shot and Campaign Tango with Panda's Talking Games 
6/15 10a-12p 
"Hey Phil...Hey Senda...Want to do an Origins Panel?" Come join the Misdirected Mark resident Pandas for an 
in depth talk about running RPGs as one shots vs. campaigns. NPCs? Intensity? Timing and focus? Home 
games and con games? We got your questions covered!

Misdirected Mark Extravaganza 
6/15 7p-9p 
The MMP event where we dispense gaming and publishing advice, sing, dance, make fools of ourselves, and 
have a general good time with you folks, all in the name of entertaining and informing you. Our friends and 
fans.

Design an Adventure in One Hour with Down with D&D 
6/15 1p-2p 
Shawn, Chris, and possibly other GEM members, will the help of the audience, will design a short D&D 
adventure and talk about the process of design during this one hour panel. This adventure will be produced for 
the DMs Guild and all the proceeds of tis sale will be donated to charity
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Margrett Morrison's Letters 
6/13 10a-1p    6/14 10a-1p 

Margrett Morrison was your mentor, taught you 
everything she knew, and now she’s gone. She left 7 
letters which lead to 7 mystical locations. The 1st one 
will lead you to Shangri-La. Will you be able to protect 
the lost valley from the Nazi forces that wish to 
control its power?

Sequence: Metalfyre - The Gorgon Conspiracy 
6/13 9a-1p    6/14 9a-1p 

Come playtest the next setting for the Sequence 
Game System. Mysteries, intrigue, and action await 
the heroes as they explore strange Martian Ruins in a 
future that never happened. Drama, Gun Fu, and 
Mecha Action await the mysteries of the Gorgon dig 
site. A rules-light adventure. No experience 
necessary. Characters will be generated during setup. 
Bring at least 6d6.

Dungeon World:  
Oracle of the Spire  
6/14 2p-6p   

You have come to the Airy Peaks to find the Sapphire 
Star which has amazing healing powers and grants 
the holder amazing luck. It’s been lost in the Peaks for 
years but a rumor and a map could lead you to it. Will 
you brave the Peaks and find the Sapphire Star? 


The Sapphire Star 
6/14 10a-2p 
Called in to provide security for the transport of a 
device that can repair ozone, the team finds that the 
road from Punta Arenas, Chile to Porvenir Airport is 
as treacherous as the NEMESIS forces waiting for 
them.

Love and Justice 
6/13 1p-3p 

You are a group of magical girls in Tokyattle. You save 
the world by defeating bad guys and hate with love 
and justice. You are still learning how to use all of 
your powers. Lady Fuzz Fur, your hedgehog 
companion and instructor in the ways of world-
saving, was captured by your nemesis and is unable 
to help you just as the world falls into peril once 
again!

(cont.)



TaskForce:  
The Itanos Beachhead 
6/14 10a-2p   

Come playtest the next setting for the Sequence 
Game System. Mysteries, intrigue, and action await 
the heroes as they explore strange Martian Ruins in a 
future that never happened. Drama, Gun Fu, and 
Mecha Action await the mysteries of the Gorgon dig 
site. A rules-light adventure. No experience 
necessary. Characters will be generated during setup. 
Bring at least 6d6.


The Magellen Escort 
6/14 8p-12a 
Called in to provide security for the transport of a 
device that can repair ozone, the team finds that the 
road from Punta Arenas, Chile to Porvenir Airport is 
as treacherous as the NEMESIS forces waiting for 
them.

HydroHackers:  
Blue Europa 
6/14 10a-2p   

A corp is holding a shareholders meeting at the 
neighborhood casino. Rumors are they have 
purchased a block of Blue Europa; pure water. They 
are going to toast with it. You are going to steal it.


Busted Main 
6/14 8p-12a 
A water main has broken to a food co-op in your 
neighborhood. The owners could not afford a Water 
Authority maintenance plan. Now the future of the co-
op depends on your skills.


Coming Up Short 
6/14 8p-12a 
People are waking up in the neighborhood to empty 
water accounts. The Water Authority customer 
service takes too long; people need help. Can you 
figure out what is going on before it gets worse?
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Dinner with Misdirected Mark 
The Eagle Restaurant 
6/13 6:30p - ? 

Come join us for delicious fried chicken and sides at the Eagle, not too far down from the Columbus convention 
center! Please let us know if you think we’ll make it as we are setting up a reservation. We’ll be hanging out 
and chilling with hosts and friends — more details to come as we confirm with the restaurant and quantity of 
people! 

The Eagle 
790 N. High Street  
Columbus, OH 43215 

https://www.eaglerestaurant.com

All games are run by hosts of MMP shows or community members who are running games under our banner. We 
hope you’ll join us and enjoy!

https://www.eaglerestaurant.com
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